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SRI RAMA JAYAM

SRIMATHE RAMANUJAYA NAMAHA |  SRI VARAVARA MUNAYE NAMAHA |

PRESIDENT’S PAGE
SRI RAMANUJA DASA ASTHIKA BANDHUS !

Namaskarams to all. Adiyen am very glad to communicate with you once again
thru’ this medium.

After the recent Omicron scare, we hope and feel that we are inching slowly
towards the end of this once-in-a-century pandemic. We pray to Sri Ramanuja and
thru’ him to Lord Gitacharyan to fulfil our wishes and truly bring a closure to a very
very painful 2-year phase in our lives. But, by no means, we can let our guards down
and we should continue to follow all the pandemic protocol for quite some time more.

After observing Thirunakshatrams of all Azhwars and Acharyas in a low key or
thru’ on-line activities, for nearly 2 years, we hope and pray that starting from the New
Year, “Subhakrit Varusham”, we should get back to our old ways of celebrations, starting
with “Padi Vizha” for Ramanujar, on Chithirai Thruvathirai day. That will set the proper
tone for all celebrations during the “Subhakrit Varusham”.

Adiyen am happy that our association with “Gitacharyan” has been very fruitful
and has been immensely beneficial to our Members who get access to plenty of
samprathaya articles and information. It is Adiyen’s appeal to all our members to
participate in this venture and contribute in their own way to make our “Sri Ramanuja
Dasoham”, more interesting and informative.

Our Sabha, as indicated earlier, is preparing to set up a Ubhayavedanta Learnng
and Research Centre in Mumbai. We welcome suggestions as well as volunteers to
work on this future project. We also require volunteers who can devote their time and
ideas to the current activities of the Sabha.

It is Adiyen’s sincere appeal to all our Members, to enrol more members to
our Sabha so that our services will reach many more Ramanuja Dasas.

With love and regards to all.
Adiyen Ramanujadasan

P. Sundararajan

Our Sabha’s Annual Report for the year 2020-2021 has already been despatched to all
our Members. Our Eighteenth Annual General Meeting will be held on Sunday, 27th February,
2022 at 4 pm on the virtual platform of Zoom. As many members as possible are requested to
join the meeting and contribute in the discussions.

The necessary link for the AGM will be shared thru the WhatsApp groups of the Sabha
and email. Those who do not get the link may contact on 9869441127/9967032936 or send an
email to mumbairamanujasabha@gmail.com
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We behold the world with two eyes, but the image that we see is One. We all know that
if we close one eye, our field of vision would be reduced, but that is not all that we gain by having

a second eye. Scientific studies have shown that with just one eye, our
ability to track moving objects accurately, judge distances and even
perceive depth are diminished. Therefore, we understand that when
we have two eyes, what one eye shows us is complimented and
enriched by the other. Therefore, with just one eye, even what we see
is only grasped poorly.

The eye is nothing but a tool for knowledge, i.e., a Pramaanam.
Srivaishnavam too is primarily dependent on two significant eyes (Pramaanams) – the Vedas and
the Divya Prabandhams. These two eyes (Pramaanams) together help us comprehend a single
coherent world. Without either one, our field of vision (Knowledge) would be greatly reduced. If
we were to read the Vedas alone, we would think that Bhakti Yoga is the best means to attain
liberation and not come to know of Sharanagati at all, since the Vedas primarily preach about
Bhakti Yoga and only briefly mention Nyaasa or Sharanagati, while the Azhvars focus only on
Sharanagati. However, if we were to hold the Divya Prabandhams alone as Pramaanam and
renounce the Vedas, then all those who are not yet interested in liberation but would like to lead
a Dharmic life would have no text to guide them! The Divya Prabandhams are mostly intended
for and enjoyable to those who have a desire to leave this world behind, attain Paramatma in
Srivaikuntham and perform eternal Service to Him. Thus, one eye shows us what the other
doesn’t.

That is not all. The two eyes together give a more wholesome picture of the object being
observed too. The Vedas explain in great detail about the Supremacy of Paramatma over all
other beings and his Greatness (Paratvam). The Divya Prabandhams on the other hand explore
His Simplicity (Saulabhyam) and Accessibility. We, as those who desire liberation, need to
understand both these aspects of Bhagavan. If He is not accessible to us, we have no way to
perform Sharanagati unto Him and if He is not powerful, He cannot grant the liberation that we
seek. Therefore, these two Pramaanams complete the picture that is shown by each other so that
the person who seeks can have a broad and clear vision. This is why, Srivaishnavam lays a lot of
stress on the Ubhaya Vedanta doctrine.

We have learnt about the Vedas, their unquestionable validity and their position in
Srivaishnavam in the last article. Now, let us take a closer look at the Divya Prabandhams, the
holy works of the Azhvars.

INTRODUCTION TO SRIVAISHNAVAM - 4
Velukkudi Sri U Ve Ranganathan Swamy



Swamy Nammazhvar describes the Vedas as “ ”
(óduvar óttellam evvulagattu evvevaiyum) (Tiruvaimozhi 3-1-6). This means that the Vedas are
numerous and diverse. At the first level, there is the difference of Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Saama
Veda and Atharvana Veda. If we look further, each of these four Vedas too have many Shakhas
(declensions) which have minor or major differences between them. Moreover, some forms of
the Vedas are available to us in our Bhaaratam, and some are present only in other far-off lands
or even other worlds. Thus, the Vedas are not in one fixed form, but actually in a multitude of
forms. The Divya Prabandhams are nothing but one other form of the Vedas. Just as the Vedas
took the forms of Rigveda, Yajurveda, etc., in Sanskrit, they also took one form in Tamizh - the
Divya Prabandhams. In one of his verses, Swamy Nammazhvar says “ ” (vadamozhi
marai) (Tiruvaimozhi 8-9-8), which means “the Sanskrit Vedas”. If the Vedas were all in Sanskrit
alone, then there is no need for Nammazhvar to qualify in this manner. He could have just said
“marai” and it would have referred to the Sanskrit Vedas by default. Therefore, this usage of
Swamy Nammazhvar itself shows that there are Vedas in Tamizh too, which is nothing but the
Divya Prabandhams.

Now, a question may arise in your minds – we learnt in the previous article that the
Sanskrit Vedas were eternal. The Divya Prabandhams however are known to have been authored
by the Azhvars. How then can they be considered Vedas? Don’t all Vedas have to be eternal and
hence Apaurusheya (unauthored by anyone)? The answer is given by Tirumangai Azhvar in the
verse “ ” (sentiratta tamizhósai vadasollagi)
(Tiruneduntandagam 4). Azhvar here says that just as Paramatma revealed the Sanskrit Vedas to
the world, it was He who revealed the Tamizh Vedas also. Let us understand what this means.

The Smritis say “vukfnfuÌuk ásÔk okd~ mRl̀"Vk Lo;EHkqok” (anadinidhana hyesha vak utsrushta
svayambhuva), which means that the eternal Vedas were told by the four-faced Lord Brahmaa.
However, this does not mean that Brahmaa authored the Vedas. Sriman Narayana reveals the
Vedas to him after creating him in His navel lotus. However, Bhagavan does not do this by
appearing before Lord Brahmaa and reciting them to him. Instead, He reveals them to Lord
Brahmaa when the latter is in a deep meditative state (Yoga) and Brahmaa ‘sees’ them. Brahmaa
then preaches the Vedas to others in this world. This does not make Brahmaa the author of the
Vedas but merely the propagator. Even then, it is figuratively said that Brahmaa ‘told’ the Vedas.

Similarly, Bhagavan reveals certain portions or specific Mantras in the Vedas to certain
Rishis (Sages) while they are in a Yoga state. That is why the chanting of a Mantra is always
preceded by the stating of a Rishi (Sage who cognized that Mantra), a Chandas (the poetic
meter which the Mantra is set in) and a Deity (the one extolled by that Mantra). This Rishi (Sage)
is not the one who authored that Mantra but merely the one who beheld it when Paramatma
revealed it to him during Yoga. The very word Rishi means ‘eU=nz"Vk’ (‘mantra dra??a’), that is,
‘one who sees a Mantra’.
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Similarly, the Azhvars too did not author the Divya Prabandhams. They were the ones who were
chosen by Bhagavan to reveal the Tamizh Vedas to, so that the world may benefit from them. As
the Azhvars had their mind completely focussed on Bhagavan, they beheld the Tamizh verses that
Bhagavan revealed to them and sang them as Divya Prabandhams then and there. We all know
this verse of Sri Parashara Bhatta praising Swamy Nammazhvar - _f"ka tq"kkegs Ñ".kr̀".kkrÙofeoksfnre~A
lgòÓk[kka ;ks·nzk{khr~ nzkfoM° czãlafgrke~« (rushim jushamahe krushnatrushnaatattvam ivoditam|
sahasrasakham yodraakshit dravidim brahmasasamhitam). This verse says  – “we adore the
Rishi (Sage) who was born as the personification of Krishna Bhakti and who beheld the Tamizh
Veda which has a 1000 verses (Tiruvaimozhi)”. Here, Parashara Bhatta says that Swamy
Nammazhvar ‘saw’ the verses, not ‘authored’ them, and therefore should be called a ‘Rishi’
(Sage). Therefore, even though we see phrases like “ ” (sadagópan
sollappatta ayiram), it does not mean that Swamy Nammazhvar authored the Tiruvaimozhi, but
propagated them. Thus, the Divya Prabandhams are not authored by the Azhvars but merely
revealed through them by Bhagavan. Thus, they too are eternal and so can rightly be called the
Tamizh Vedas.

Another doubt that we may have is - the Sanskrit language is eternal since it is the language
of the Gods and so the Vedas that are in Sanskrit can also be eternal. Tamizh, however, is called
‘Aagastyam’ since it was created by Sage Agastya and so is not eternal. How then can the Vedas
that are in Tamizh be eternal? If they are not eternal, how can they be considered as Vedas? The
answer to this too lies in the verse of Swamy Nammazhvar that we saw earlier. Since the Divya
Prabandhams have been established to be the Tamizh Vedas and so are eternal, the language that
they are in, Tamizh, is also eternal. Thus, Tamizh is referred to as Aagastyam only because Sage
Agastya propagated it far and wide. Sri Azhagiya Manavala Perumal Nayanar says – “

” (sentiratta tamizh engaiyale agastyamum anadi) (Acharya
Hridayam Sutram 41).

Thus, the Sanskrit and Tamizh languages are both equally important to Srivaishnavam
and the Sanskrit Vedas and the Tamizh Vedas (Divya Prabandhams) act as the two eyes using
which we understand ourselves, this world and Paramatma. If our two eyes were to show two
different images of the same object, it means that there is a defect in one of them. Similarly, if the
Sanskrit and Tamizh Vedas are understood to be talking of two contradictory theories, then there
is a defect in our understanding of their meaning and intent.

Therefore, in this article, we have seen that the Sanskrit and Tamizh Vedas are both
equal, valid and essential to develop a holistic understanding. In the next article, we will see why
Srivaishnavam considers the Divya Prabandhams to be superior to the Vedas in some ways.

(to be continued)



Sriman Naraayana out of his auspicious quality of mercy created this Prakrutik world
for the upliftment of the Jeevas. He gave them earthly bodies to enable them with its help, realise
the Truth and strive to come under His protégé.  However, on account of the jeevas’ karmic,
balances their wisdom remained veiled. So, He Himself incarnated amidst them to show the
illuminated path. But that was only for a short time.  Then, He deputed His divine weapons,
jewellery, etc to be born as Azwars and Acharyas in this Prakrutik world, in order to guide the
jeevas. Swamy Kulasekara was chronologically sixth among such Azwars.

Incarnation, and Family
1. Kulasekarar was born in Kerala’s Capital Kollinagar (Vanjikkalam) on a Thursday, and
day of Punarvasu star in the month of Maasi as an incarnation of Kausthubha in Emperumaan’s
chest, as the son of the King of that country, Dridhavrithan. When he grew up and after ritualistic
procedures in due course of time, he, as per Kshatriya Dharma conquered over other kingdoms
of Cholas and Pandyas. This is brought out in his Perumaal Thirumozhi (2.10) when he says
about himself “Kollikaavalan Koodal Nayakan Kozhikkon Kulasekaran”. His father was
pleased with his capabilities and righteousness, and handed over the kingdom to him and left for
the forest assuming Vanaprastha Ashramam. Kulasekarar married a princess and through her
got a daughter who was named “Ilai” and “Serakulavalli”. She was considered the incarnation of
Neeladevi, consort of Bhagavan.

Swamy Ramanuja’s thaniyan
2. Emperumaanar made a Thaniyan for Kulasekarar’s Perumaal Thirumozhi.

“Innamudham ootugen inge vaa painkiliye,
Thennarangam paadavalla seerp peerumaal – Ponnan
Silaiser nuthaliarvel seralarkon * Engal
Kulasekaran endre kooru “

Sri Rama was special in Ramanuja’s heart. So also was Kulasekarar because of his in-depth
devotion to Sri Rama, known as Perumaal, and Srimad Raamaayanaa. Kulasekarar thus came
to be known as Kulasekara Perumaal.

Rama Bhakthi
3. Kulasekarar regularly used to learn and discuss Sruthis and Smrithis with well versed
Vidwaans. He was listening from a Vidwaan episodes of Raamayana. One day the Vidwaan
was narrating about the Khara Dushana war with Rama. Due to his in-depth involvement,
Kulasekara felt as if the incident was then happening currently, and ordered his army to start
immediately for going to Raama for helping Him who was fighting alone. In order to bring him
back to reality, the Vidwaan narrated that Raama had won the war and destroyed the Rakshashas.
Kulasekara’s peace was restored. In another instance, during the episode of Raavana’s smuggling
Sita, in the absence of Raama, Kulasekara was perturbed, and called his army for proceeding to

Kulasekhara Alvar
Sri Sailarya Dasan Padmanabhan
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Lanka and recovering Sita from Raavana. Raama got very impressed. He along with Sita appeared
at that spot before Kulasekarar and pacified him about His war with Raavana, victory over him
and recovery of Sita Devi. Kulasekarar returned to his capital.

Service to Bhagawan’s Devotees
4. Like other Alwars, Kulasekarar was a great devotee of Bhagavat Bhaktas. He
considered worship of Bhaagavatas was highly valuable – even more than Araadhana of
Bhagavan. They were allowed to move around the palace without any restrictions. Kulasekarar
had the intensive desire to pay obeisance at Srirangam to Sri Ranganathar. The ministers knew
that if he went there, he would not get back to his capital, but remain there forever. So, on the day
he planned to leave on a journey to SriRangam, they would arrange for some Sri Vaishnava
Bhagavathas to come to the palace. At the sight of the Sri Vaishnavas, Kulasekara would hold
back to worship them and offer respectful courtesies of food, etc. to them. This continued every
time he planned to leave for SriRangam. Sri Vaishnavas were moving around freely in the palace.
The ministers made a scheme whereby they removed a jewel from Sri Raama’s archa moorthy
and hid it somewhere. The ministers reported to the King about the loss of the jewel and their
suspicion that one of the Sri Vaishnavas would have taken it. Kulasekara’s faith in the Sri
Vaishnavas’ integrity was such that he told the ministers that no Sri Vaishnava would have
committed that Crime. In order to establish that fact, he took a vow laying his hand in the mouth
of a serpent in a basket and said that if any Sri Vaishnava had done that theft the serpent would
bite him (Kulasekara). The serpent didn’t bite him and his assurance was proved true. This
incident is referred to in another Thaniyan before Perumal Thirumozhi by Sri Manakkal Nambi:-

“Aaran keda para nanbar kollar endru* avargallukke
Vaaran kodu kudappambir kai ittavan*- mattralarrai
Veeran keduttha sengol Kolli Kaavalan villavar kon*
Seran Kulasekaran mudivendhar shikhamaniye”

In his prabhandham, Perumal thirumozhi, in the course of expressing his yearning to visit
SriRangam, Verse 2.3, Arangan koil thirumutram seru chai thondar sevadi chezhuncheru
en chennikkanivane, meaning “when shall I apply on my head the red mud in the court-yard of
Sri Ranganatha Perumal crushed by the singing and dancing of His devotees.”

Relinquishes kingdom to serve Him
5. Swamy Kulasekaran did not wish to continue to live among such falsehoods. He handed
over the kingdom to the care of his son, Dhridavrithan and went to his long cherished desire of
paying obeisance at SriRangam. His daughter, Serakulavalli considered Azhagiya Manavaalan
(Sri Ranganathar) as her spouse. Kulasekarar married her to him. Swamy Kulasekarar built a
road around the temple, Kulasekaran Veedhi, as a praakaaram around the Sanctum Sanctorum,
for the Bhaktaas. He did many other services to Bhagavaan and Bhaagavataas and lived in
SriRangam.

Pilgrimage
6. He went on a pilgrimage to Thiru Venkatam, Ayodhya, Thillai Thiru Chitrakootam, Thiru
Kannapuram and Thirumaaliruncholai and rendered paasurams in their praise. He also paid his



obeisance to Nammazhwar at Thirukkurugur. He reached Mannarkovil and served there for
some time Swamy Raajagopalan. Wherever he went, before Bhagavans he was deeply immersed
in devotion and prayed with devotional tears in his eyes. For the benefit of fellowmen, he made
several prayers, A compilation of these is known by his name as Perumaal Thirumozhi.

Content of his Thirumozhi
7. A brief about content of these Thirumozhis is as follows :-

In the first Thirumozhi, he laments saying when he will get to enjoy seeing the Lord Ranga
Natha. In the first three Thirumozhis, he brings out “Aanukulyam” (conducive/favourable), a
step in the process of Saranagathi – his favourable inclination towards Bhagavat Bhaagavata
Bhakti.

In the 4th Thirumozhi to Thiruvenkatam he brings out the aspect of Praatikulyam (inimical/
obstructive) where he makes known about his non attachment to worldly things and expresses
his desire to be anything in His proximity even if it be a step across which His devotees,
Nithyasooris and others who come for worshipping Him pass through, which would benefit his
having constant darshan of His Pavalavai (Emerald like mouth).

In his 5th Thirumozhi, he declares his Aakinchinyam (Having nothing with him) and
Ananyagatitvam (Having nobody else to seek refuge). He speaks to Bhagavan of
Thiruvithuvakkodu, saying that even if an angry mother pushes away her baby, that baby thinks
of her love and approaches the mother again for solace. Like that he is approaching Him for
solace. Even if a doctor cuts and heats his patient’s body part, the patient goes only to him for
relief.

The sixth Thirumozhi is an expression of his feeling of misery of separation from Him, like
His spouses do  at their separation from Him.

His misery increases in the 7th Thirumozhi. He acquires the experience of Devaki, mother
of Lord Krishna, lamenting her loss of not getting to experience Krishna’s childhood pastimes.

In the 8th Thirumozhi, he renders a lullaby to Sri Rama imagining himself to be Mother
Kausalya.

He personifies himself as Dasaratha in the 9th Thirumozhi and cries out the disservice he
rendered by sending Him to the forest.

In the 10th Thirumozhi, he assumes life in the contemporary time of Srimad Ramayana,
and like Sage Valmiki runs through the events of that Itihaasa. He submits at the feet of Rama
Himself with deep dedication, and hence he was known as Perumaal.

Mukunda Maalai
8. “Mukundamaalai is a unique prayer in Sanskrit attributed to him. But this granth is not
referred to by Periyavaachan Pillai in his explanations. Others also have not referred to it till the
time of Swami Manavala Maamunigal. But that prayer is revered very much by Sri Vaishnavas.
Perhaps It could have been made by another Kulasekaran, one of his successors.

Back Home
9.  Swami Kulasekaran reached back Paramapadam in his 67th year. His life and services
rendered to Perumal, and the devotion embodied in his prabhandham Perumal Thirumozhi
remain a bright light leading Bhagavan’s devotees in the path of Bhakthi.
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SAINT THYAGARAJA DAY CELEBRATIONS
We are happy to inform that Saint Thyagaraja Day celebrations were conducted on

Saturday, January 29 under Mumbai Ramanuja Sabha banner. Around 50 participants in the age
group of 6 to 85 years sang Thyagaraja krithis on the day. The singers included Sabha’s male and
female Members from various cities of India, like Thanjavur to Chattisgarh, as also from across
the globe Singapore to USA. The celebration of Thyagaraja Day was the brainchild of Satyajyothi
Mama along with the concurrence of our President Sri P Sundarrajan. The meet was coordinated
by Smt Rathika Raghunathan, Bengaluru, Smt Usha Kulasekhar, Mumbai and Sri Kulasekhar
Varadan, Secretary of the Sabha.

Earlier, Saint Thyagaraja Aradhana day was celebrated by posting of Pancharatna krithis
and other Thyagaraja krithis by members throughout the day in the WhatsApp group, of PSR
Kuzham. A small WhatsApp group, that was started during the lock down to enable singing practice
among few musically interested members, in the name of PSR Kuzham has grown in stature to a
BIG group fully dedicated to music and taking along its path many music lovers and amateurs
willing to sing and try new songs .The group has the guidance of Satyajyothi Sir and noteworthy
contribution in terms of training and encouraging each member to sing from Sri P Sundararajan.

The group’s normal day starts with prayer posting, with an instrumental musical prelude
followed by panchanga shravanam and chanting prayer either a sloka, prabhandam verse or Desika
sloka depending on occasion and followed by meaning, with members taking turns to do the prayer
posting in their own unique style,  but adhering to basic framework. A series of musical postings
follow across languages Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Marathi, Hindi, Sanskrit etc. of all composers
and based on themes on special days like Ramanavami, Gokulaashtami, Navaratri etc. The group
meets every Thursday when each member in the group sings one song and sometimes songs are
taught by PSR (his own compositions). There is no fee involved and all music lovers and listeners
are requested to join the group which has stood the test of time by being in existence for more than
one and half years and drawing the interest of many.

ERS is a fun game played in the group when the raga is to be guessed and the first who
guesses gets the privilege of posting the song for ERS(Enna ragam sollu).

Also KYR (know your raga) series run by Smt Nandini Sundarrajan, helped everyone,
enhance their knowledge on the ragas, its musical flow....etc.

Healthy discussion on raga and music are the highlights of the PSR Kuzham meets.
We welcome all music lovers and music enthusiasts to be a part of the group and enjoy

musical bliss as also become Members of Mumbai Ramanuja Sabha.
Kindly contact Smt Rathika Raghunathan – 9323982978 or Smt Usha Kulasekhar - 9969278317

================================================================
WE THANK OUR DONORS

1. Sri K S Ravi Dec 2021 Rs.    2000/-
2. Sri K S Ravi Jan 2022 Rs.      500/-
3. Sri P Sundararajan Jan 2022 Rs. 10000/-

WE WELCOME
1. Sri C S Krishna Raj Life Member Chennai
2. Smt. Preethi Srinivasan Life Member Chennai
3. Suresh Narasimhan Life Member Borivili, Mumbai
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SRIVAISHNAVA MATRIMONIAL
WANTED BRIDES

1. Looking suitable alliance for Chivi. Srihari Jagannathan, Iyengar, Vadagalai,
Srivatsam, Thiruvadhirai. DOB 07.08.1991, Mumbai. Native Kancheepuram. BE,
PG Dip. Regional Presales Head with Freshworks, Chennai. 19lakhs. Ht. 5ft 9inches,
65kg. Father Sh. M.V. Jagannathan. One sister. Contact: 9444256818, 8754562961.

2. Looking Suitable Alliance for Chivi. Vinod Baskar, Iyengar,Thengalai, Atherya,
Chithirai, DOB 07.11.1988, Chennai . BE ECE , Software principal engineer with
Dell technologies Chennai, 25lakhs .Ht.187cm. Mother Bhuvana Baskar . Contact
No.9176413427.

3. Looking  suitable bride for Chivi. Sudharsh 1989 born BE MBA Thenkalai Working
in Top MNC Chennai Aviitam, Koushiga Gothram .  Contact. 9515132577

WANTED BRIDEGROOMS
1. Looking for a suitable alliance  for Sow. Shree,  Vadakalai Iyengar, Revathi, Gargiya

Gothram DOB 25/5/95 MS Data Science working in USA California as data scientist.
Grooms working in USA preferred. Contact 9840977637

2. Looking for suitable alliance for Sow. Soundarya Thenkalai Iyengar, Purattathi,
Srivatsa Gothram DOB 06/07/96 BMS (MBA) Final semester. Grooms working in
Mumbai, Pune and Bangalore preferred. Willing to relocate Abroad also. Contact
7738011073

3. Looking for suitable alliance for Sow. Priyadarshini working in Mumbai, Vadagalai
Iyengar, Kettai 2nd Patham, Koushika  Gothram. DOB Nov 96. CS & LLB. Grooms
working in Metro cities preferred. Contact 9820209566.

APPEAL TO MEMBERS
1. Members can utilise this facility OF ADVERTISING IN “SRIVAISHNAVA
MATRIMONIAL”  with a nominal cost of Rs. 100/- for each insertion. The
intention is to provide basic details of the prospective bride / bridegroom
with contact details like Mobile number and email id. Hence the details of
the insertion will be restricted to 30 words. Members can send their details
by email to Sri P Thiruvengadam on mrsmatrimonial1@gmail.com. The amount
can be transferred to Sabha’s Bank account, as per details given below:

State Bank of India, Chembur Branch, Mumbai – 400071
A/c Name: “SRI BHAGAWAT RAMANUJA SIDDANTHA PRACHAR SABHA”

SB A/c No.: 10339724389 – IFSC : SBIN 0000533
2. This is the 5th issue of “Ramanuja Dasoham” getting published as part of
“Gitacharyan”. We would welcome constructuve comments / opinions from our
readers (both positive and critical) which may be addressed to
mumbairamanujasabha@gmail.com.
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